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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The great amount of research carried on in recent years in the
eynthetic industry has given impetus to more extensive and organized
research on cotton.

The financing of an adequate cotton research pro-

gram by the trade alone was impractical because of the large number of
widely scattered individuals involved in the cotton industry.

Of the

one and one-half million cotton farms in the United States more than
fifty percent produce less than four bales annually; these farms are
spread over eighteen states.^

To secure for the industry the necessary

understanding of research organization, problems, and techniques, the
Federal Government was asked by the Cotton Textile Institute and other
agencies to make its cotton research program adequate to cover the needs
of the trade.
In August of 1946 the Agricultural Research and Marketing Act
was passed by the Congress of the United States.

This Act in its

approved form not only covers cotton but was broadened to assure all
agriculture a position equal to that of industry in the field of research.

The Act calls for a greatly accelerated program of marketing

1 Leonard Smith, "General Technical Meeting—Cotton Plans a
Research Program," American Dyestuff Reporter, XXXVII (December 27, 1948)
p. P866.

and utilization research, education and service••*•
P. V. Cardon, Administrator of the Agricultural Research Administration, U. S. Department of Agriculture statedt
• • . For the first time the Department was given practical
authority to contract with public or private agencies to do narketing
and utilization research; also, on a fund-matching basis, the Department can enter into cooperative agreements with State Departments
of Agriculture and Bureaus of Markets to do marketing service types
of work; not less than 20 percent of the direct-grant funds to
State Experiment Stations under the RMA. must be applied to marketing
research; and as much as 25 percent of these direct-grant funds can
be used for cooperative regional research in ^wrtiich two or more
States have common interest.^
The Research and Marketing Act provided for a National Advisory
Committee of outstanding agricultural leaders. A Cotton Advisory
Committee, appointed by the National Advisory Committee, in turn established a Technical Advisory Committee of scientists and economists to
aid in setting up a comprehensive research program to cover cotton
technology and cotton's needs. Through the work of these comanittees
four classifications of cotton research have been set upi

(l) Produc-

tion and Marketing of Cotton; (2) Fundamental Characteristics of the
Cotton Fiber; (3) Development of New and Improved Products; and (4)
Contracted Projects.
One of the most interesting of the contracts which have been
placed with various agencies was the project concerned with the adapta-

1 P. V. Cardon, "Cotton Under the Research and Marketing Act,"
Proceedings of the Eleventh Cotton Research Congress, ed. by John
Leahy ei aJ. (Austin, Texas: Firm Foundation Press, 1951), p. 10.
2lbid.
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tion of cotton to the tricot knitter.^

This reseeu-ch had its inception

in work outlined by llr. H, M. Hefley In a project submitted to the
Cotton Research Comdttee of Texas on November 19, 1946.

While dis-

cussing the project Dr. Leonard Smith, Technical Director of the National
Cotton Council, explained,
. . . Warp knitting has developed rapidly since the 1st »Vorld
War. One of the most recently developed machines, the F. N. F.
Warp Knitting Machine, knits at the extreme rate of 1000 courses
per minute as an economic operation. With smooth, uniform filament
yarns, it is possible to realize full advanta7;e of this rapid
production rate. However, with cotton yarns the machine must be
run at a slower rate because of the presence of slubs, soft twisted
spots, or other imperfections in the yarn.^
Cotton research in Texas was set up under the direction of the
Cotton Rese«u*ch Committee of Texas with Lir. John Leahy as executive
director.

The committee members are:

President D. M. Wiggins of Texas

Technological College, President T, S. Painter of the University of
Texas, and Chancellor Gibb Gilchrist of the Texas A. and M. System,
chairman of the committee. This committee was established by the Texas
Legislature in 1941. The research work of the committee is supported
through biennial appropriations.
Cotton Research at Texas Technological College is under the
general supervision of Dr. R. C, Goodwin and Dr. Lyle E, Hessler.
The experimental work on the adaptation of cotton for the tricot knitter

1 Smith, op. cit., p, P866,
2 Anon., "Cotton and the Tricot Knitter," Proceedings of the
Eleventh Cotton Research Congress, ed. by John Leahy et al. (Austin,
Texas: Firm Foundation Press, 1951), p. 94.
3 Smith, op. cit., p. P866.

was done by Dr. Lyle E. Hessler and !Jr. H. E. Kiske in the Cotton Research unit at Texas Technological College, which was one of the research
units sponsored by the Cotton Research Committee of Texas. The work
of the researchers was to overcome some of the difficulties involved
in the use of cotton yarns for this type of knitting machine • Adaptation of cotton to the tricot knitter proved to be "the most revolutionary thing that has happened to the cotton industry in several years."^
This project touched upon two other problems set up for Cotton Reseeurch
by making a crease resistant cotton fabric and improving cotton's
drapeability.
The Department of Clothing and Textiles of the Home Economics
Division of Texas Technological College was asked to cooperate with
the Cotton Research Committee by making garments of the double warp
cotton tricot as final proof that the adaptability of cotton yarns to
the tricot knitter lies in the versatility and serviceability of the
resulting fabric to the ultimate consumer.

Several garments were made

and later were modeled by clothing students at the Eleventh Cotton
Research Congress held in Dallas, Texas, July 27, 1950. This study of
the serviceability of garments made of double warp cotton tricot has
evolved from these initial garments.

The Problem
Statement of the problem.—The purpose of this study has been
to cooperate with the Cotton Research Committee of Texas:

(l) to deter-

^ Read P. Dunn, Jr., Director, Foreign Trade, National Cotton
Council, Washington, D. C , Statement in a talk at the Plains Cooperative
Oil Mill, Lubbock, Texas, March 14, 1951.

mine, from the consiimer's standpoint, the usability and serviceability
factors of double warp cotton tricot as developed by the committee,
through correlation of service and laboratory tests; (2) to select
suitable designs or styles for garments of the fabric; and (3) to determine problems in constructing garments of the fabric as well as to make
suggestions for solving these problems.
Importance of the study.—At the time this study was made, the
fabric was still in the developmental stage. So far as could be ascertained, no usability, serviceability, or adaptability studies had
been published on double warp cotton tricot and none had been made on
this particular fabric which was developed by the Cotton Research
Committee at Texas Technological College,
Of the Importance of serviceability studies on textile fabrics
O'Brien has declared:
(Such studies) are very much needed. Only through them will
we ever learn the relative merits of different fibers, fabric
constructions, and finishes in actual use. Only through them can
we evaluate laboratory tests on textiles and thus at some future
day be able to take a short cut to the answer on fabric value in
use.^
The correlation of service and laboratory tests should enable
the manufacturer to engineer the fabric to meet the consumer's needs"
and allow the consumer to gain an insigjht into the values she may expect
from this certain double warp cotton tricot. If the results show certain

^ Ruth O'Brien, "The Contribution of Home Economists to Textile
Research," Journal of Home Economics, XXXIV (September 1942), 434.
2 Theodore Felner, "Macy Counselor Cites Consumer's Requirements,"
The American Wool and Cotton Reporter^ LXIII (March 17, 1945), 20.
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qualities which need to be improved. Cotton Research coula modify the
fabric to meet consumer specifications before the fabric goes into
commercial production.

DESCRIPTION OF TiE ?:SR1C
Hess explained the construction of tricot, a warp knit fabric
as follows:
Warp knitting consists of the looping together of one or more
series of warp yarns. These yarns are sometimes placed on a beam
as for weaving. From the beams the yarns are brought forward in a
parallel manner to the needles, of which ttiere is one for every
end of yarn. • • . the yarns are drawn through a series of guides
or eyelets which are free to move back and forth and sidewise and
thus present the individual yarns to the correct needle in a predetermined manner. The cloth is knit in a horizontal flat piece
and is wound onto a roller.*
In the construction of a double warp tricot fabric, two such beams are
used.

The two sets of warp yarns travel in opposite directions to

form fine horiiontal ribs termed courses on the reverse side, and vertical rows of loops or wales on the face of the fabric.

The fabric

produced does not run or ladder.
In actual production, double warp cotton tricot could be knitted
in widtns up to 168 inches. However, the fabric used in this study was
approximately 18 inches in width as the machine on which this experimental fabric was knitted had a 21 inch bar.

Because of the narrow

width, the designs which were used in making the garments were
necessarily limited.
As a rule it has been necessary for the manufacturer to resort

iKatherine P. Hess, Textile Fibers and Their Use, (3rd ed.,
revised; New York: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1941), p. 63.

to expensive combed cotton for the production of high quality knit
goods.

None of the fabric used in this study was made from coiibed

yarns.

Super-carded yarn which was developed by the Cotton Research

Committee for adaptation to the tricot knitter was used.

Definitions of Terms Used in the Title
Double warp tricot.—The term double warp tricot designates a
warp knit fabric which employs in its construction two sets of weirp
yarns.

As more warp ends are used in the double warp construction than

in the single warp construction, a heavy, firr.i, and run-proof fabric
is produced.
Super-carded cotton,—Carding refers to the process by which
cotton is cleaned of its impurities, the fibers untangled and straightened, and the neps or clusters of short, tangled fibers are removed.
All cotton is carded.-^

Super-carding is a slower process in which more

attention is given to the carding of cotton so as to produce a yarn that
approaches combed yarn in quality.
Serviceab11ity.—Serviceability refers to the lasting or enduring qualities inherent in a material.

Interpreted in its broadest

sense the serviceability of a textile fabric would be expressed in the
technician's terms by such qualities as:

resistance to abrasion;

durability in laundering; resistance to creasing; and stability of
fabric.

From the consumer's viewpoint this cotton fabric should have

iMary S. vVoolman and Ellen B. McGowan, Textiles: A Handbook
for the Student and the Consumer, (3rd ed.. New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1946), pp. 59-100.
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the physical properties which will result in u garment which is:
fashion right; comfortable; relatively easy to sew; relatively easy to
launder; colorfast to sun and laundering or dry cleaning; and stable
enough to prevent excessive shrinking, sagging or stretching.

The consum-

er who sews desires a fabric that is easily handled in such construction
processes as:

cutting; machine stitching; draping; finishing the seams;

hemming; tailoring details; making buttonholes; and pressing.

Summary
This study, it is hoped, will show that double warp cotton
tricot can be adapted to varied types of designs for diversified
occasions, can be used successfully in home and commercial sewing, and
is serviceable enough to give long and satisfactory wear.

To arrive

at conclusive data, both laboratory tests of the fabric and service
tests of garments made of the fabric were carried out.

CHAPTER II

IlEVIEW OF LITERATURE

With cotton so vital to the economy of the nation it is important
to produce quantities sufficient to meet the world's need, qualities
suitable for the end uses, and products which use all grades of cotton
in the most efficient way.

Schwarz has pointed out that the really

noteworthy future developments in textiles will be the result of research on fibers now in use and not radically new fibers and finishes.•"•
It has been from this viewpoint that cotton research has progressed in
Texas, Under the auspices of the Texas Cotton Research Committee the
following research projects have been set up:

the Texas A. and I/.

System studies cotton seed; the University of Texas works toward better
marketing; and at Texas Technological College research is geared to
the processing of staple cotton into finished textiles.

Double Warp Cotton Tricot as Used in this Study
Specifications,—The double warp cotton tricot used in this
serviceability study was made from yarns of 1517 and Mesilla Valley
irrigated cotton grown in the El Paso Valley of Texas. The entire
manufacturing process was carried out by Cotton Research at Texas Technological College. The pilot plant at the college is capable of handling

^ E. R. Schwarz, "New Developments in Textiles," Journal of Home
Economics, XLII (September 1950), 518,
9
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all processes from breaking the bale to finishing the fabric.

The yarn,

made from fibers 1 I/I6 to 1 3/l6 inches in length, has a twist of 24
turns per inch, which is considered a hard twist for knit goods, and is
a single yarn size 36.

All of the fabric was knitted on the Aveco knit-

ting machine which was developed by the American Viscose Company and is
manufactured by Walter F. Kidde and Company,

This machine knits at a

rate of up to 400 courses per minute and was equipped with a 21 inch bar
and two warp beams. Twenty-eight needles per inch was the usual setting,
but fourteen or twenty needles per inch were possible.

Plain jersey

was the type of knit from which the garments were made.
Advantages of irrigated cotton.—-feny of cotton's characteristics
are developed in the cotton field. The variety of cotton determines
the length of the fiber, yet growth conditions may cause a naturally
long staple cotton to be short or a short staple variety to be long.
These factors also determine fiber uniformity.

The strength of cotton

yarn is in direct proportion to the uniformity of length of the cotton
fibers from which it is made. Strength, too, is determined by the quantity of moisture during growth. "Rank growth invariably results in a
weaker fiber, and growth with some stress for moisture produces a
stronger fiber."

Fiber fineness and maturity are influenced by variety.

^ Statements by L. E, Hessler, Research Associate Cotton Research at Texas Technological College, in personal interview, April 3,
1951.
2 L. E. Hessler, "Irrigated Cotton - Factors for Consideration
in Spinning," Textile Industries, (A reprint, July 1950),
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environment and time of picking. Too little or too much moisture may
produce an Immature or weak fiber, therefore cotton ^J^^wi^ In lo'w rainfall
regions, where the amount of water during grovrth can be effectively
controlled, may be expected "to produce a fiber of optimum physical
til

character, a cotton of uniformity and quality.
Difficulties in production overoome.—High speed warp knitting
is a relatively recent development. Due to their smooth filament
physical property, synthetics have been considered to be superior lor
this type of knitter.

As problems arose from yarns made of staple

fibers, there has been much room for improvement in the quality of cotton
yarns, especially for the knitting trade. Resorting to expensive combed
yeurn, as many knitting mills have been forced to do, has put cotton at
a further disadvantage because of the large number of operations
necessary to produce this type of cotton yarn in comparison with the
relatively few necessary to produce a filament synthetic.*' In adapting
cotton to the tricot knitting machine the first step was to develop
techniques for producing satisfactory yarn. The uniform staple length
and other physical characteristics of irrigated cotton were tested and
were considered best for the purpose of making this type of yarn.
Super-carding was used rather ther\ ocAiibing because of its economic
advantage.

Production cost was cut by the super-carding process as the

combing operation was omitted, thus eliminating the time, machinery and

1 Ibid.
2 D. M. Wiggins, "Textile Research," Proceedings of the Eleventh
Cotton Research Congress, ed. by John Leahy et al. \, .ustin, Texas:
Firm Foundation i'ress, 1951), p. 24.
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manpower necessary for this usual step in the production of •igh quality
cotton yarn.

Surface-active agents were used to kill static, aid in

laying down fuzz, and to lubricate the yarn, the three features found
most objectionable attendant to the use of cotton yarns on the knitter.
Preparation of the yarn for the treatment gave less trouble to the researchers than did the production of the surface-active agent. •'•

Knitted Fabrics
Increased use of knit goods.—Caplin has said that knit fabrics
are being used in increasingly large quantities for underwear, outerwear,
and home furnishings.

She goes on to list the following reasons for

this greater volume:
a)

Lower price in comparison with woven merchandise, because a
yard of knit goods can be made faster than a yard of woven
material.
b) Advantages inherent in knit construction.
c) Disadvantages are being overcome.
d) Increased interest in sports wear.
e) Wider use of warp knit fabrics.
f)

Development of new uses.*^
Advantages of knit goods.—The interlocked loop construction of

a knitted fabric imparts to this type of fabric several desirable
properties not found in woven materials. Loops increase the elasticity
of the fabric. Under ordinary circumstances the knitted gur:rient will
shape itself to the wearer; this advantage may turn to a disadvantage
on the ill-proportioned figure.

Knit fabrics are comfortable and

^Anon., "Cotton and the Tricot Knitter," Proceedings of the
Eleventh Cotton Research Congress, ed. by John Leahy et al. (Austin,
Texas: Firm Foundation Press, 1951), p. 94.
2Jessie Caplin, Knit Fabrics, (St. Paul, Minn.:
Inc.), 1940, p. 1.

Riverside Press,
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durable because they give with body movements.
Knit goods can return to its original shape after stretching;
it can fit closely with a minimum of bulk and weight; it can
stretch under strain rather than tear . . .; it can give freedom
of action; it can be soft and pliable.^
Resiliency, due to the construction, makes for crease resistance, thus
few pressings are necessary between launderings, and many knits require
little or no ironing after laundering."^

Because of its porosi-ty a knit

fabric is absorbent, easy to wash and hygienic.

A knitted fabric absorbs

more moisture than a woven material of comparable weight, but knits do
not cling to the body when damp as woven cottons are prone to do.
Disadvantages of knit goods.—Disadvantages are also present in
the knit construction. Drop stitching or running and permanent stretching
are two of the greatest. Both of these disadvantages are overcome in
double warp tricot which is run-proof and will stretch but little in
length and is therefore sag-resistant,^
Sewing on knit goods,—Because of the looped construction it is
Impossible to straighten the grain by pulling a thread or tearing as one
would on a woven fabric. The selvage, fold or a lengthwise rib in the
fabric should be laid on, or parallel to, the edge of the cutting table;
the crosswise grain is then determined by cutting or marking a line at
right angles to the lengthwise grain. To prevent the edges from curling,
the pattern should be placed on the wrong side of a knitted fabric in
cutting. Erwin suggests, "In stitching use a fine needle, medium-long

1 Ibid.
5 Ibid., pp. 2, 14, 15.

2

i^i^^
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stitch, and light tension."^ While stitching, the fabric should be fed
loosely to the machine and supported so that the weight of the fabric
will not pull the fabric out of shape. Light pressing, pinking for
finishing seams, and light weight interfacings under facings and fasteners, are also re commended.2

For facing and hem finishes it is best not

to fold over the raw edges for edgestitching as knit fabrics have a
tendency to be bulky.

Seam tape and raw or pinked edges, which in tricot

will not run or ravel, are suitable edge finishes.

Theory of Serviceability Studies
Utility of the base fabric, design or fit, and physiological
aspects are properties to be considered in serviceability tests. In
service tests a combination of properties is studied under variable
conditions while in laboratory tests measurements are made of a single
property under exacting conditions.

To be able to buy and use textile

fabrics wisely the consumer needs to have studies of this type interpreted
from her standpoint. One of the consumer's chief problems is not knowing
the service to expect from a fabric.
make a wise choice wiih.

The consumer should be able to

accurate information such as: whether the

fabric will shrink or stretch, and how much; whether the fabric is suitable for a hot or a cold climate; and whether the fabric should be

^Mabel D. Erwin, Clothing for Moderns, (New York:
millan Co.), 1949, p. 220.

The Mac-

2lbid.

^Stanley Backer, " C o r r e l a t i o n of Laboratory Tests and Servicea b i l i t y S t u d i e s , " Report of T e x t i l e Research V>orkshop, U n i v e r s i t y of
Tennessee, (June 1948).
~~~~"
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washed or dry cleaned.^

Reported Studies
To show that technical data can serve as a guide in the selection
of clothing, Fletcher and Morrison studied the following properties
in comparing specific wool, rayon, and cotton fabrics: weight; strength;
2
shrinkage; compressional and flexural resilience; and warmth.
In a
study of sixteen cotton fabrics, the factors White tested were:

thread

count; breaking strength; weight; thickness; amount of finishing material;
shrinkage; and colorfastness to li^ht and washing.*^
Reports of many other serviceability studies which have been
made to determine the actual service that may be expected from various
textile fabrics may be found.

These studies have dealt with widely

diversified types of fabric; however, they are similar in that the
laboratory and service testing methods are much alike in most cases.
The laboratory tests made on most of the fabrics were much the same as
the ones listed above; some researchers tested more factors and others
a smaller number. In general, as the number of different fabrics tested
increased the number of factors tented decreased.

A common difficulty

found in service testing was that the value of the data gathered was
dependent upon a large number of people. To gain accurate wear infor-

1

Hazel M. Fletcher and Bess V. Morrison, "Science Helps Solve
Our Clothing Problems," Journal of Home Economics, XXXVIII (October
1946), 509-512.
2
Ibid.
3
Gladys R. White, Physical Properties of Cotton Chambray and
Covert Fabrics," Journal of Home Economics, XXIV (January 1942), 42-50,
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mation the occupations and habits of the participants were considered.
In some cases one or more participants dropped out before the completion
of the study, and in other cases garments or articles made of the test
fabric were lost or were damaged by factors other than actual wear.
Considering the large n\imber of serviceability studies made on textile
fabrics there have been relatively few reported on knit goods and none
could be located on double warp cotton tricot.
This study has another interesting aspect in that the fabric
was made to definite specifications. Rogers and Hayes referring to their
work on sheets say that their study was believed to be the only one
reported in which a cotton fabric had been manufactured to specifications
and then tested for serviceability in actual wear.
"petticoat test"2 ^^g ^^^^

^j^^^g ^^^

The well known

^^ study.

Studies on knit goods.—Heitz*^ reported a study on cotton knit
gloves and Blewett

reported a study on cotton knit undershirts, but

neither of tiese studies mentioned the type of construction of the knit
fabrics tested.

"Factors Affecting the Relaxation Shrinkage of Knit

^Margaret B. Hayes, Ruth E. Rogers, and John T. VJigington, Manufacturing and Serviceability Tests on Sheeting Made from Two Selected
¥111 Types oi' (Jotton, U. S. Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin
No. 645 ^Viashington: Government Printing Office, 1939), p. 2.
2Ellen B. McGowan, "Progress Report on the Petticoat Test,"
Journal of Home Economics, XIV (January 1922), pp. 20, 23.
3Ruth M. Heitz, "A Serviceability Study on Cotton Gloves,"
(Unpublished Master's thesis, Michigan State College of Agriculture
and Applied Science, 1945).
^Mildred H, Blewett, "A Comparative Study of Men's Cotton Knit
Undershirts," (Unpublished Master's thesis. University of Tennessee,
1945),
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Underwear Tubing" were reported by Weiner.^

Fletcher has made several

studies on various physical properties of knit goods determined by
laboratory methods; these studies were not made in connection with
service tests.2» 2, 4
Laboratory Testing
Abrasion testing has been considered to give a fair index of the
serviceability of textile fabrics. According to Ball
produce eight measurable changes:

wear and abrasion

tensile strength; thickness; weight;

surface luster; color; air permeability; character of the fabric; and
surface appearance. Heitz said, however, that the problem of measuring
the reliability of wear testing is of almost greater importance than the
problem of producing wear,"
In describing the Stoll Quartermaster Universal Wear Tester,
manufactured by Custom Scientific Instruments, Incorporated, which was
chosen for this study, Mr. Stoll says:

Louis J. »i*einer, "Factors Affecting the Relaxation Shrinkage
of Knit Underwear Tubing," American Dyestuff Reporter, XXXIX, (April 19,
1950), 241-248.
Hazel M. Fletcher, Mary E. Duensing, and Jane F. Gilliam,
"Dimensional Changes of Knit Goods in Laundering," Airierican Dyestuff
Reporter, XXXVIII (June 27, 1949), 481«483, 512,
^azel I-. Fletcher, I.Iary E. Duensing, and G. S, Hanson, "l.Tethod
of Evaluating Elastic Properties of Knitted Fabrics," Textile Research
Journal, XIX (1949), 94-96,
%azel M. Fletcher, "Physical Properties of Knitted Fabrics
Made of Natural and Mercerized Carded and Combed Cotton Yarns," Rayon
Textile Monthly, XXVI (1945), 233-236.
Herbert J. Ball, "Problems Which brasion and -Jear Tests Present,"
Textile Colorist, VIII (1938), 134-137 cited by Heitz, op. cit..
% e i t z , op. cit.. p. 7.
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The apparatus is capable of quantitatively measuring resistance
to flat, edge, and flex abrasion under carefully controlled conditions, producing macro- and nicro-wear patterns which are the sane
as those obtained in actual wear. Materials tested in the machine
are abraded to an endpoint which is quantitatively defined and
independent of individual judgement. Deviation in test results due
to the machine are insignificant compared to the deviation of the
samples themselves.-^
From this statement it can readily be seen that some of the disadvantages
of other abrasion machines have been overcome.

Rubbing of the flat

fabric with an abradcuit is not the only type of wear; samples may be
abraded in the various ways in which abrasion occurs in actual wear.
The endpoint, rupture, length of time of abrasion, or depth abraded, is
automatic and predetermined b

adjustments on the machine, therefore

the operator's judgement need not be the deterradning factor for the
endpoint.

S.J. Kennedy stated that a high correlation was found to

exist between the results of the machine and data obtained in controlled
field wear tests, on the Combat Course at the Quartennaster Board, Ceimp
Lee, Virginia, was perhaps the most significant point in favor of the
instrument.

The problem of producing uniform wear patterns capable of

quantitative evaluation, which had long presented a difficult problem in
abrasion testing on knit goods, was solved with the Stoll instrument.^
Abrasion testing alone is not enough to determine a fabric's
serviceability.

Use and storage expose textiles to various other

^R. G. Stoll, An Improved Multipurpose Abrasion Tester Its
Application for the Evaluation of the Wear Resistance of Textiles7 ^» S
Department of Commerce, Office of Technical Services, Textile Series,
Report No. 54 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1950), p. 7.
2lbid., p. iv.
^Ibid., p. 27.
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agencies.

Light, humidity, atmospheric gases, heat, perspiration, stnins,

laundering and dry cleaning, both wet and dry all effect the length of
service a fabric will give.^
In a study of one cotton and one rayon slub broadcloth Cormay
and Gates2 found after making tests using a flake soap, a bead soap,
and two synthetic detergents for forty-eight launderings, that the
cotton fabric washed with a synthetic detergent had the greatest strength
throughout the washings. However, another study reported that, in
general, the synthetic detergents studied removed less soil from the
cotton test cloth than did soaps.^

Snell in evaluating the effectiveness

of detergents says, "The use of a detergent on a course and wale fabric
is effective."^
Fletcher, Duensing, and Gilliam" reported that dimensional
change of the cotton and rayon knits they tested ranged between fourteen
percent stretch and six percent shrinkage in width and none to fourteen

Pauline B. Mack, "/ccelerated Aging Tests for Textile Fabrics,"
Journal of Home Economics, XLI (May 1949) 252-254.
2
Esther Cormay and Ruth E, Gates, "Effect of Certain Detergents
on the Service iualities of a Cotton and a Spun Rayon Fabric," Journal
of Home i!>conomics, XLII (April 1950) 284-288.
M. S. Furry and V. I, McLendon, "Effectiveness of Detergents
in Removing Soil from a Cotton and a Wool Fabric," American Dyestuff
Reporter, XXXIX (April 3, 1950), 209-212.
C. T. Snell, "Methods of Evaluating Detergents," American
Dyestuff Reporter, XIX (July 24, 1950), 487.
6
Fletcher, Duensing, and Gilliam, op. cit. p. 512.
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percent shrinkage in length.

Fabrics with thirty--/.ro courses per inch

decreased less in area than those knit with forty courses per inch.
The cotton knit undershirts tested by Blewett showed lengthwise shrinkage
when measured both relaxed and stretched.

The cross.vise measure showed

that the fabrics stretched in all but one case when measured relaxed;
however, in only two cases did the fabric stretch instead of shrink,
when measured stretched.
The Quartermaster Corps determined that the major portion of
potential shrinkage in knit underwear tubing was introduced in manufacture
rather than in the method of laundering. Width shrinkage increases but
length shrinkage decreases as the yarn size increases. As the stiffness
or courses per inch increases the potential length shrinkage decreases
but width shrinkage increases.^

Snell's study brought out the fact

that
Dimensional stability fluctuates according to the number of
courses and the launderings tested. . . . Tumbling in laundering
increases length shrinkage more than non-agitated washing and drying 3

A Technologist's View of Serviceability Tests
These technical facts from various reports need to be interpreted for the layman as Schwarz said:
The ultimate consumer
amount of energy absorbed
strength, flexibility, or
ing or in use. Consumers
the material in regard to

is not in a position to determine the
by material nor the change in weight,
otherwise as a result of wear, in launderdo know, however whether the behavior of
durability is or is not satisfactory.

^Blewett, op. cit.,p. 56-57,
2;ieiner, op. cit., p. 245.
^Snell, op. cit., p. 487.
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It is increasingly important, therefore, for the laboratory investigator to know which of the physical properties of the material he
is studying are related to the behavior of the material as the
consumer sees it. . . . ^
A Retailer's View of Serviceability Tests
A retailer, Irwin D. Wolf, expressed a view very much like the
technologists just mentioned:
Retailers have long believed that textile laboratories have
concentrated too much on the testing of the materials of which goods
are made and too little attention has been given to the evaluation
of the end product, the goods bought by our customers.
It is one thing for the technologist to evaluate them from the
standpoint of tensile strength, shrinkages, colorfastness to the
elements, and abrasion (whatever this test actually means in terms
of wear), but it is quite another for the retailer to know the ability
of the garment to stand up in service. We would like to know the
ability of the garment as a unit to retain shape, to withstand
reasonable wear, to be readily cleanable, and if there is some
slight color change during service, will this color change be uniform.2

Summary
The fabric tested in this study is an experimental one, and
all of the questions of its potential serviceability need to be answered.
Ev«ry effort has been made to make this report the type which will be
of interest to the technologist and be of true value to the consumer
who must ultimately choose or reject double warp cotton tricot when
selecting fabrics or garments for herself and her family.

^ Schwarz, op. cit., p. 520.
2 Irwin D. Wolf, "Textile Testing for the Consumer," Textile
Colorist and Converter, LXVIII (February 1946) 20, 39, 49.

CHAPTER III

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

The data for this study of the serviceability, from the consumer's
standpoint, of double warp cotton tricot made of super-carded irrigated
cotton were collected from two sources:

(l) constructing, wearing, and

laundering garments made of the fabric under normal conditions of consumer use; and (2) testing the fabric in a laboratory under standard
laboratory conditions, seventy degrees plus or minus two degrees
Fahrenheit with sixty-five percent plus or minus two percent relative
humidity.

Data on serviceability, usability, and adaptability were

obtained by means of questionnaires, check lists, style shows, and
comments of the cooperators.

As laboratory testing of textiles must, in

most cases, be comparative to bo meaningful, the same abrasion, laundering,
thickness, and weight tests that were run on the double warp tricot were
run on a circular knit fabric, the only type of cotton knit in women's
outer garments, available on the market in Lubbock, Texas.

Service Test
Five tailored dresses and five sport shirts, two for women and
three for men, were made by students in the Department of Clothing and
Textiles of the Home Economics Division at Texas Technological College
and worn by them or their husbands. The occupations of the participants
were similar as all were students and all were homemakers living at home.
22
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Each participant kept laundering-measurement charts on her garments.
Copies of these charts may be seen in the appendix, pages 67, 68, and
69.

The designs for the garments were planned to give a wide variety

of construction problems (actual sewing, cutting, and pressing) as well
as to test qualities inherent in the fabric that would determine its
behavior in wearing and laundering such as stretching or shrinking in
laundering, and stretching, sagging, wrinkling, and holding a crease in
wearing.

Usability Test
To gain data pertinent to the usability of the fabric the students
participating in both the service test and the adaptability test answered a questionnaire on construction problems encountered in making the
garments.

Some questions on this questionnaire were aimed at gaining an

insight into the participants personal opinions of the fabric.

A copy

of this questionnaire may be seen in the appendix, pages 65 and 66;
the designs of the garments may be seen in the appendix, pages 55 through
62.

As som/R construction problems not found in the above mentioned

garments were desired, a skirt was made of the tricot fabric.

See page

63, appendix for this design.

Adaptability Test
An afternoon dress, an evening dress, a casual suit with matching
hat and gloves, a house dress, a lounging pajama and robe ensemble, and
a bathing suit with a matching T-shirt were the first garments made of
this particular double warp cotton tricot to test its adaptability to
different types of designs and occasions. These garments were planned
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and made by students in the Department of Clothing and Textiles, Home
Economics Division, Texas Technological College, and were shown at the
Eleventh Cotton Research Congress in Dallas, Texas, on July 28, 1950.
These garments were planned from the standpoint of suitability of design
to the fabric and occasion as well as fabric design and color. The
students were asked to select solid colors for the fabric and also to
plan striped fabrics to harmonize with the colors selected.

The garments

which were shown in Dallas plus the garments from the service and
usability tests were later shown in Shallowater, Texas; New Home, Texas;
Lamesa, Texas; eoid several times in Lubbock, Texas.

Comments and

interest of the audiences at these various style shows were considered
to be a "type of rating of the fabric's adaptability to the garments
modeled.

Designs and samples of the fabrics used may be seen in the

appendix on pages 55, 56, 57, 58, 69, 60, 61, 62, and 63.
To gain more objective data on consumer reaction to the fabric,
a display was made of the garments mentioned above, and a check list was
distributed to both faculty members and students in the Home Economics
Division at Texas Technological College. This check list, a copy of
which may be seen in the appendix on page 54, asked the participants
to rate the fashion appeal of the fabric, to state whether or not they
would like to have garments of the fabric, to state whether or not they
would buy the fabric or garments made of it if tricot were made available
commercially, and to rank the garments displayed numerically in order
of preference.
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Laboratory Tests
Abrasion tosts.—Abrasion tests, both flat and flex, were
made on the Stoll ^Quartermaster Universal Wear Tester which is manufactured by Custom Scientific Instruments, Incorporated.

Samples wei*e

conditioned for a minimum of four hours in a room with standard conditions
before testing the fabric.
For flat abrasion the sample was mounted on the rotating head
over a rubber diaphragm and firmly held in place by a clamping ring.
The air pump switch was then thrown, thus inflating the diaphragm.
Pour pounds pressure per square inch was used in all tests. To obtain
accurate results the pressure was lowered at the end of each test and
gradually raised to the proper test pressure after each new sample was
mounted.

The balanced head on which the abrasion paper, number 0 emery

paper, was clamped, was weighted with a dead weight of one poxind plus
or minus ten grams of theoretical, and allowed to fall gently on the
specimen.

To actuate the proper electrical circuit to provide for an

end point when a certain size hole had been worn in the specimen,
the flat abrasion switch was thrown.

The counter reading was set back

to zero and the instrument started.

The instrument continued operation,

recording each cycle until a hole had been worn in the specimen permitting a contact pin in the diaphragm to make contact with the contact
pin in the balanced head thus automatically stopping the machine.
Ten specimens of the new double warp tricot, ten specimens of the new
circular knit jersey, ten of each after one laundering in the LaunderOmeter, ten of each after two launderings in the Launder-Ometer, and
ten of the double warp cotton tricot cut from a shirt worn approximately
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150 hours and laundered fifteen times under home conditions were tested
for flat abrasion on the abrasion instrument.
In flex abrasion the special flex abrasion head was placed
on the reciprocating table and locked firmly in place.

One end of the

specimen was claused into the front clamp of the balanced head and then
looped euround the carbide tipped flexing bar; the other end of the
specimen was then brought through the clamp on the front of the flexing
block.

The same side of the carbide tipped flexing bar was turned

toward the flexing block in all tests; the face of the fabric faced
the bar in all tests. The balanced head was then lowered on the flexing
block.

To adjust the position of the specimen so that the test would

be within the range of the instrument the loose end of the specimen was
grasped and pulled forward until the front edge of the flexing bar was
aligned with the same number on the scale at the top of the balanced
head as was indicated by the location of the reciprocating table on
the scale on the base of the instrument.

The quick acting clamp on the

flex block was then turned to clamp the specimen into position.

The

flex weight carriage was weighted with two pounds plus or minus ten
grams of theoretical and the balanced head weighted with one pound
plus or minus ten grams of theoretical.

The flex switch was thrown,

the counter turned to zero, and the machine started.

The instrument

continued in operation until the specimen ruptured at which time the
flex abrasion circuit was energized thus breaking the main counter relay
hold circuit and stopping the instrument.

Twenty specimens of new

double warp cotton tricot one inch by six inches were run; ten samples
were cut lengthwise and ten were cut crosswise of the fabric.

Ten
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samples were run on the circular knit fabric cut in the lengthwise
direction.
Shrinkage and tension to restore original siae test.—To
determine the amount of shrinkage and the amount of tension necessary
to restore the sample to its original sire the Launder-Ometer and the
United States Testing Company Shrinkage Tester were used.

Ten specimens

of double warp cotton tricot and ten specimens of the circular knit
fabric ten inches square were marked with indelible ink using a template
to outline six inch squares. The samples were placed in glass jars
with ten one-fourth inch steel balls in a twenty percent detergent
solution.

The test was run for forty-five minutes at 140 degrees

Fahrenheit.

The specimens were then rinsed twice in tap water and

allowed to dry on a flat surface at room temperature. When the sanq>les
were thoroughly dry, measurements were taken at three places both along
the wales and the courses to determine the dimensional stability of
the fabrics. Using the United States Testing Company Shrinkage Tester
the necessary tension to restore the sample to the original size was
measured.

The samples of each fabric were again put through the launder-

ing test, measured, and tested for the tension necessary to restore
the sample to the original size.
Thickness test.—The B. C. Ames Company Compressometer was used
to determine the thickness of the fabric.

The Compressometer, a dead

weight dial type micrometer was placed on a solid, level table free
from excessive vibration.

A specimen was placed between the micrometer

surfaces and the presser foot lowered on the specimen.

The presser foot

was then raised a distance of 0.3 to 4.0 mils, a test specimen moved
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into measurement position and the presser foot dropped on the specimen.
The reading was made on the dial after the hand had becoiM stationary.
No readings were made on the specimens unless all points on the peripheries of the micrometer surfaces were at least one-fourth inch from
the edges of tiie specimen.

Ten specimens each of the double warp cotton

tricot and the circular knit cotton were used in testing the new fabrics,
the fabrics laundered once in the Launder-Ometer, the fabrics laundered
twice in the Launder-Ometer, and fabric cut from the T-shirt of double
warp tricot which had been worn approximately 150 hours and laundered
under home conditions fifteen times.
Weight test.—To determine the weight of the fabrics three inch
squares of each fabric were cut with a die.

These specimens were then

weighed on an analytical balance and the reading made in grains. The
average was calculated and the weights were computed to ounces per
square yard for eaush fabric, double warp cotton tricot and circular
knit cotton.

Summary
Data gained from these service, usability, adaptability, and
laboratory tests, when carefully analyzed, should give the consumer
an accurate picture, from both a technical and a lay standpoint, of the
service she could expect from this particular double warp cotton tricot.
No one test or type of tests alone would be conclusive enough to predict
the fabric's serviceability, but a coBibination of tests, as used in
this study, was considered to give valid data.

CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The data analyzed on the following pages were gained by the
various methods outlined in the preceeding chapter.
used were:

The types of tests

(l) service; (2) usability; (3) adaptability; and (4)

laboratory.

Service Test
Examination of the garments at the end of the service testing
period of wear, which extended from November 1950 to April 1951, revealed some dimensional change and some signs of general wear.

The

number of launderings of the various garments ranged from 1 to 15, an
average of 11.6 washings.

The range of time the garments were worn was

from approximately 8 to 160 hours. Other duties of the psurtioipant
and delay in securing a portion of the fabric were the reasons that
one garment was worn only eight hours and laundered just one time.

Two

garments showed defects during this wear period; one of these garments
had been worn and laundered the maximum and the other had been laundered
ten times and worn ninety hours. The defective garment which was worn
the shorter period showed two very small holes, one in the sleeve and
one in the back of the skirt.

These holes were not evident except under

very close inspection and were believed to be flaws in the fabric
rather than hol«s caused by wear because the edges of the holes and the
29
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ends of the yarns were not fuzzy as happens in abrasion.

There were a

few flaws in this experimental fabric and when noted, the pattern was
placed to avoid them.

The other garment showed a slight color change

or whiteish aspect at the edges of the covered buttons and on the edge
of the front opening.

The color change seemed to be a combination of

fading of the dye used and wear and abrasion.

The cooperator thought

the change was due to a residue left by the detergent used in laundering.
The colorfastness of the fabric was not tested in this study.
The greatest dimensional change in laundering recorded for the
garments was one-half inch. This amount of change was recorded both
in length and width, shrinkage and elongation.

Shrinkage in length

ranged from .4 percent to 3 percent, a mean of 1.59 percent len^^th
shrinkage.

In width the shrinkage range itas from .8 percent to 6.1

percent, a mean of 2.71 percent. Elongation was also shown in both
length and width.
5.3 percent.

In length the garments stretched from .5 percent to

Only one measure on one garment showed that it had

stretched in width; this stretch was 2.75 percent. Lengthwise shrinkage
was recorded in ten measurements, crosswise shrinkage in seven measurements, and lengthwise elongation in ten measurements. Four garments
showed no change in size. As there was no constant or uniform dimensional
change in the sizes of the garments, the deviations from the original
size were probably due to pressure in ironing the garments after laundering.

Indications of general wear and the percents of greatest amounts

of dimensional change for each garment as compared with the number of
launderings may be seen in Table 1, page 51.
When asked if the tricot garments stretched in launder ..g the
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TABLE 1
INDICATIONS OF GENERAL WEAR AND DIMENSIONAL CHANGE
IN GARMENTS WORN IN THE SERVICEABILITY TEST

Garmant
Number

N o . of
Washings

N o . of
Hours Worn

Indications of
General Wear

Greatest Amount of
Dimensional Change

Length

1

1

8

2

10

90

None

2 small holes;
1 in skirt,
1 in sleeve

0

Width

0

-3.0^

-3.5/0

/2.5,;

/2.7^

3

15

150

None

-0

4

15

120

None

-l.So

-0.8?S

/2.3.;c.

5

6

15

15

150

150

Color change at
edges of buttons and front
opening

None

-1.5^

•6 .1/b

^2.6/0

/o

-2.3?^

-0

/o

/o

1

10

75

None

0

0'

6

5

40

None

0

0

9

15

160

None

0

0

li)

15

150

None

-0
/0.75/»

-0

/o
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opinions of the cooperators in the useability and serviceability tests
were divided with 42.86 percent answering in the affirmative and 56.14
percent answering in the negative. This difference of opinioii c.uid
be, for the most part, attributed to the method of drying and ironing
the fabric. As a knitted fabric absorbs a large amount of moisture
the skirts of the dresses with large pockets would probably be heavy
enough to stretch the length of the blouse to some extent if the garment
were hung on a coat hanger to dry n^en quite wet.

This type of stretching

was noticeable in the evening dress made for the adaptability study when,
in very damp weather, it was hung on a hanger by the straps, rather
than across a hanger at the waist line. All participants reported that
the garments did not shrink or stretch enough in laundering to be
noticeable when the garments were worn.
Although all the garments were laundered by hand with a detergent,
the participants were not given specific instructions for drying and
pressing or ironing as it was desirable to use various methods to
determine which would be best. The cooperators considered drying the
garments on a coat hanger or over a smooth rod and then pressing with a
steam iron or a damp press cloth after it was completely dry to be the
best method of laundering the garments. All of the participants reported that at times details needed to be dampened slightly more than
the entire garment to achieve a smartly tailored effect.

None of the

cooperators said that they found it necessary to dampen and iro:. the
entire garment as is usually done for ironing most cotton fabrics.
Comments have indicated that some persons felt that the tricot garments
had a slightly unpressed look.

This feeling probably stemmed from the
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crisp, slick appearance the consumer has come to expect in cotton fabrics.

The looped construction gives the fabric more bulk and a texture

which is less smooth than is usually expected for cotton fabrics.

Useability Tests
Cutting.—In cutting the garments pinning the pattern to the
fabric seemed to be the greatest difficulty. When questioned on this
construction point 85.71 percent stated that pinning was difficult,
while 14.29 percent said that pinning was easy.

One person stated that

even with small sharp pins the fabric was hard to pierce, but the other
participants thought the fabric was acceptable if sharp pins were used
to eliminate snagging.

Considering slippage encountered, 85.71 percent

said that the fabric did not slip when cutting, however, 14,29 percent
stated that it did.

It is the author's opinion that the term slippage

was misunderstood bj some of the cooperators as layers of the fabric
had a tendency to cling together. Because of its thickness several
participants considered the fabric to be difficult to cut, particularly
when cutting through more than one layer.

This difficulty led to less

smooth cut edges than are possible on thinner fabrics, also at times
the cut edges of the two layers of fabric would not be exactly even.
These two cutting problems may have been thought to be due to slippage
rather than the thickness of the fabric.

Actual cutting was considered

difficult by 28.57 percent; 71.43 percent said that cutting was easy.
Stitching.—Fourteen stitches per inch was the length of machine
stitch used by the majority of the cooperators. The range used was from
ten to sixteen stitches per inch. A balanced but fairly loose tension
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was used in all cases. Because the slippage was very slight basting
was necessary in only a few of the most difficult construction points
and in parts of the garment which required fitting.
basting enumerated by the cooperators were:

The points requiring

set-in sleeves; collar;

facings; edges for top stitching or pressing; and side seams for
fitting.
Stay stitching.—Stay stitching was not used in constructing
the garments of double warp cotton tricot.

This type of stitching

which is used on woven fabrics to hold the grain of the fabric in place
was not satisfactory on the tricot as the stitching stretched the fabric
and distorted the grain.
Seams.—Plain, lapped, enclosed, welt, and stitched felled
seams were used in constructing various parts of the various garments.
All of these types, with the exception of the stitched felled seam,
were considered satisfactory.

The participants indicated that all types

of seams stretched slightly In stitching.

One comment was that the

fabric seemed to "grow" or increase evenly throughout when stitching
the seams. The stitched felled seam was the only seam that stretched
enough to be noticeable in the finished garment.

Part of the stretch

on this type of seam was probably due to the bulk of the fabric which
caused the seam to pull rather than feed easily under the presser foot
of the sewing machine.

Comments made relative to the seams used were:

the fabric did not ravel or fray on a plain cut edge making pinking
unnecessary; the fabric seemed thick in a lapped or enclosed seam;
and the operator had to be careful to keep the edges from rolling in an
enclosed seam.

Grading was suggested as a method of relieving excessive
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bulk and thickness when making enclosed or lapped seams.
The waistline seams on the various garments were .nade in four
ways:

(l) lapped seams; (2) taped seams; (5) double stitched sea-r^s;

and (4) plain seams. All of these seams were considered to be satisfactory.

One person used an inner-belt at the waistline of her dress

as the skirt seemed heavy and apt to pull down in wearing because of the
large inner-pockets.

This precaution was probably unnecessary as none

of the other participants used inner belts in their dresses of the
same design and this type of trouble was not reported or observed.
Details.—Edge stitching was considered to be satisfactory by
60 percent of the cooperators.
type of finish.

Stretching was the complaint on this

The participants who stitched very near the edges, as

close as one-eighth inch, were the ones who considered this finish
unsatisfactory, while those who stitched as much as one-half inch from
the edge considered it to be satisfactory.
Points, such as were used on the tailored collars and cuffs,
were considered satisfactory even though the points were rather blunt.
One participant stated that as the fabric was soft and bulky rather than
crisp and flat, she did not intend for the points of the collar to be
extremely sharp; therefore she stitched the point with a stitch across
the corner rather than pivoting on the last stitch as one would do
on a thinner fabric.
Buttonholes .—The cooperators rated the fabric satisfactory
for both piped and machine worked buttonholes. Piped buttonholes were
considered to be particularly good as the fabric was very easy to handle
and pull or ease into place.

One dress was made with a tailor's csinvas
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interfacing to keep the buttonholes from stretching, however this type
of interfacing seemed too heavy for the fabric, .p-aae the construction
of the buttonholes more difficult, and added laundering difficulti'es.
Set-in sleeves.—'11 of the participants were pleased with the
ease with which they we.e able to set sleeves into the arnseye. Although basting was used in all cases each person commented on the
facility with which she was able to ease in the fullness in the sleeve
cap.
Hems.—To eliminate excess bulk, machine hems were put in without turning under the cut edge as the fabric did not ravel or fray.
This type of hem was considered to be satisfactory.
For hemming the garments by hand, slant, vertical, running,
and catch stitch hemming stitches were used and all proved to be
equally satisfactory.

The looped construction of the fabric made it

very easy to take a stitch that would not show through to the right
side of the fabric.

One participant said that as the fabric was elastic,

the hemming thread broke in walking thus making it necessary to put
the hem in her dress twice. This was probably due to pulling each
stitch too tight and not allowing the stitches to remain easy as none
of the other participants had this trouble.
Vjrinkle resistance.--.Vhen asked if the fabric was easy to care
for, all of the cooperators answered in the affirmative.

They stated

that the fabric held shape well and neither stretched, sagged, nor
shnink in wearing.

That the fabric did not wrinkle badly was another

point in its favor. Most of the wrinkles, it was reported, shake out
in hanging over night or may be steamed out with no pressing.

Only
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one person reported that pressing after wearing was necessary to remove
wrinkles.
Pleats and creases.—If pressed hard with a very dar.p press
cloth, the fabric was reported to hold a crease fairly well.

However,

creases and pleats, due to the resiliency and bulk of the knit construction, were not sharp and the crease became less sharp in wearing or
hanging.

This factor in the fabric's construction, resiliency, which

was a disadvantage in holding a pleat or crease was advantageous in
that it aided in the previously mtentioned characteristic of the fabric,
wrinkle resistance.
Shine in pressing.—On the darker colors care was necessary
to prevent the heavy parts of the garments such as darts, buttonholes,
and seams from showing shine after pressing.

Ironing or pressing

from the wrong side of the fabric was recommended in these areas.

Adaptability Test
Favorable comments and questions about the fabric's availability
at each style show, indicated that double warp cotton tricot was
considered to have good fashion appeal when viewed in this way.

As

the garments shown were made in a wide variety of styles for widely
diversified occasions these comments would indicate that these consumers
considered the fabric suitable for varied occasions.

Sketches of these

garments indiich were modeled at fashion shows may be seen on pages 55
through 63 in the appendix.
The consumer's viewpoint of the fabric may be seen in the
results check list answered by students and faculty members in the
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Home Economics Division a t Texas Technological College.

A copy of the

check l i s t may be seen i n t h e appendix, page 54.
TABLE 2
HOW FASHION-RIGI;T WILL COTTON TRICOT BE?

Fashion Appeal

Want Garments

Good

Fair

Poor

Yes

64.5^

32.9^

2.6^0

88.44^

No
11.56^

li/ould Buy

Yes
95.57)^

No
6.AZ%

Of the 149 participants answering the question 96 or 64.5 percent considered the fashion appeal of the fabric good; 49 or 32.9 percent rated
the fabric fair; and 4 or 2.6 percent rated the fabric poor.
the comments were that the fabric:

Some of

seemed pliable and hung in soft

folds; did not seem to wrinkle; seemed rather coarse, heavy, and thick;
and seemed heavy for su/rmer. One person said that the fabric looked
cheap.

Several persons indicated that the fabric would be suitable

for fall and winter.

The last statement may have been partially due

to the color of the fabric although the participants were asked to
disregard color as color has a powerful effect on most of our choices,
especially in fashion.
Sports wear and casual clothes were preferred types of garments
in tricot according to the rank indicated on the check list.

One hundred

and forty-seven answered the question regarding their desire to have a
garment of the fabric.

Of this number 130 or 88.44 percent answered

in the affirmative while 11.56 percent or 17 persons answered in the
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negative.
In answer to the question as to tie purchase of the fabric if
it were available, a total of 131 or 93.57 percent answered in the
affirmative; 9 persons or 6.43 percent indicated that they would not
buy it.

Seventy-three persons stated the form in which they would

buy tricot.

Of this number, 37 or 50.8 percent said they would buy the

fabric to make garments; 28 or 38.2 percent said they would buy ready
made garments; and 8 or 10.95 percent said the use or occasion for the
garment would determine their preference for fabric by the yard or
ready made garments.

Several indicated that judging from appearance,

the fabric looked as if it would be hard to work with.
On the check list the cooperators were asked to rate the
displayed garments numerically from one to eleven.
garments by these consumers is shown in Table 3.

The rating of the

Each garment received

at least one vote in each of the eleven possible ratings and, it will
be noted, that the average ranks of the various garments are very close
together. This ranking was considered to be an index of the consumer's
rating of the fabric's suitability to the garments.

Laboratory Tests
A summary of the specifications for double warp cotton tricot
and the circular knit fabric used to gain comparative data in the
laboratory tests made in this study follows in Table 4.

The length

of fiber used in manufacturing the yarn for the tricot was slightly
greater than that used in the circular knit fabric.

The yarn count

of the super-carded yarn was larger than that of the carded. However,
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TABLE 3
CONSUMER RANKING OF GARMENTS

Geirment

Rank

Average

Number of
Firsts

Number of
Lasts

Casual suit

1

2.38

84

1

T-shirt

2

3.6

48

1

Bathing suit

5

4.2

28

5

School dress

4

4.4

23

2

Skirt

5

4.9

17

4

Afternoon dress

6

5.08

19

2

Robe

7

5.2

17

7

Lounging pajamas

8

5.3

13

10

Gloves

9

5.7

16

13

Hat

10

5.83

11

2

Evening dress

11

6.7

13

29

a single yarn was the type used in both fabrics.

The mean thickness

of the tricot fabric was .00066 inch greater than the mean thickness
of the circular knit fabric.

In weight the tricot exceeded the circular

by 1»18 ounces per square yard.

The circular fabric was knit with a

greater number of both wales and courses per inch due partially to the
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finer yarn used in its manufacture.

TABLE 4
SPECIFICATIONS FOR DOUBLE WARP TRICOT AND CIRCULAR
KNIT FABRICS USED IN THIS STUDY

Double Warp T r i c o t

C i r c u l a r Knit

F i b e r Length ( i n c h e s )

1 1/16 t o 1 3/16

3/4 t o 1 l / l 6

Yarn Manufacture

super-ofiirded

carded

Yarn Count

36 s i n g l e s

32 s i n g l e s

.00311

.00245

F a b r i c y<eight ( o z . / s q . y d . )

7.35

6.17

Wales per inch

32

40

Courses per inch

32

38

Type of k n i t t e r

2 bar f l a t

circular

F a b r i c Thickness

(inches)

Thickness test.—The mean values for thickness in the two fabrics
are shown in Table 5. A worn and laundered value is not shown for the
circular knit fabric, as garments of this fabric were not available
on the market sufficiently early to give the fabric a test comparable
to that given the tricot.
Laundering the fabrics in the Launder-Ometer increased the
thickness of each fabric with each laundering.

However the tricot

fabric which was cut from a garment which had been worn approximately
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Tv\BLE 5
MEAN VALUES FOR THICKNESS OF CIRCULAR K>TIT
A!fD DOUBLE T;'ARP TRICOT

Condition of F a b r i c

Double Warp T r i c o t
(inches)

C i r c u l a r Knit
(inches)

New

.00311

.002445

One l a u n d e r i n g i n
Launder-Ometer

.003145

.00314

Two l a u n d e r i n g s i n
Launder-Ometer

.003205

.00335

Fifteen launderings under
home conditions after
150 hours of wear

.002885

150 hours and laundered 15 times in the serviceability study had decreased in thickness. Part of this decrease may have been due to pressing
or ironing the garment. For the tricot the range of thickness was .0029
inches to .0032 inches when new, .0051 inches to .00525 inches after
one laundering in the Launder-Ometer, .0031 inches to .0035 inches
after two launderings in the Launder-Ometer, and .0027 inches to .0029
Inches after wear and home laundering.

The circular knit fabric ranged

in thickness from .0023 inches to .00255 inches when new, from .0030
inches to .0055 inches after one laundering in the Launder-Ometer,
and from .00525 inches to .0054 inches after two launderings in the
Launder-Ometer.
Abrasion tests.—The mean values for flat abrasion of the two
test fabrics may be seen in Table 6.

These values show a reduction in
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cyoles in both fabrics with one and again with two Launder-Ometer
launderings.

Still further reduction is shown on the tricot fabric

which was worn and laundered at home, however this test showed resistance
to abrasion to be equal to that of the new circular knit fabric.
Flat abrasion of the new tricot fabric showed a range of 895
cycles to 505 cycles; after one laundering in the Launder-Ometer the
range was from 949 to 499 cycles; after two launderings in the LaunderOmeter the range was from 952 cycles to 449 cycles; and after wearing
and laundering the fabric at home the range was from 956 cycles to 406
cycles.

The new circular knit fabric ranged from 900 cycles to 544

cycles.

One laundering in the Launder-Ometer brought the range to 601

cycles through 202 cycles, and two launderings in the Launder-Ometer
lowered the range to 585 cycles through 175 cycles.
TABLE 6
1.SAN VALUES FOR FLAT ABRASION ON CIRCULAR K>iIT
AND DOUBLE riABF TRICOT

Condition of Fabric

Double Vdarp Tricot
(cycles)

Circular Knit
(cycles)

New

776.6

585.5

One laundering i n
Launder-Ometer

756.5

586.4

Two launderings in
Launder-Ometer

705.8

506.8

Fifteen launderings under
home conditions after
150 hours of wear

585.5
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Only data on samples cut in the lengthwise direction were recorded
for flex abrasion as this type of abrasion proved to be impractical on
specimens cut crosswise of the fabric.

On specimens cut crosswise of

the fabric there was too much stretch to obtain reproducable results.
The mean values for flex abrasion on tl e two fabrics may be seen in
the following table.

TABLE 7
LEAN V/xLULS FOR FLEX ABRASION ON CIRCULAR KNIT
AND DOUBLE WARP TRICOT

Condition of Fabric

Double IfVarp T r i c o t
(cycles)

Circular Knit
(cycles)

New

625.5

903.5

One laundering i n
Launder-Ometer

341.7

328.8

Two launderings i n
Launder-Ometer

336.8

543.5

Flex abrasion on the new double warp tricot ranged from 1018
cycles to 405 cycles. When the fabric was laundered once in the LaunderOmeter tlie cycles were reduced to a range of 451 to 257. Another
Launder-Ometer laundering changed the range to 1317 cycles through 191
cycles.

On the new circular knit fabric the range was from 1068 to

745, after one laundering in the Launder-Ometer the fabric ran from
432 cycles to 295 cycles, and after two launderings in the LaunderOmeter the fabric ran from 465 cycles to 204 cycles.
Shrinkage.—Table 8 shows the mean values for shrinkage after
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laundering the two fabrics in the Launder-Ometer.

Overall dimensional

change in the circular knit was greater than the change in the tricot
witii each laundering, even though the crosswise shrinkage in the tricot
was greater than in the circular knit, because of the great lengthwise
shrinkage in the latter fabric.

TABLE 8

IJEA^I VALUES FOR SHRINKAGE IN LAUNDERING OF
CIRCULAR KNIT AND DOUBLE WARP TRICOT
Fabric

One Laundering i n
Launder-Ometer

Two Launderings i n
Launder-Ometer

Double ViTarp T r i c o t
Wales

0,104^
,00625 i n .

1.67^
.1 i n .

Courses

3.66;;^
.2195 i n .

'1.48/c
.269 i n .

C i r c u l a r Knit
10.75;^
.645 i n .

Vilales

Courses

1.04^
.0625 i n .

12.15?S
.728 i n .
0
0

Along the wales or lengthwise of the f a b r i c the mean shrinkage
of t h e t r i c o t f a b r i c was .104 percent a f t e r one laundering i n the
Launder-Ometer and 1.67 p e r c e n t a f t e r two launderings as compared .vith
10.75 p e r c e n t shrinkage a f t e r one laundering and 12.13 p e r c e n t shrinkage
a f t e r two launderings i n t h e lengthwise d i r e c t i o n on the c i r c u l a r k n i t
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fabric. With the courses or crosswise of the fabric the tricot showed
5.66 percent and 4.48 percent respectively for first and second launderings while the circular knit showed 1.04 percent and no shrinkage in
the saiTie tests.
Elongation.—The tricot fabric showed no elongation crosswise
of the fabric while the circular knit showed none lengthwise in two
launderings.

The mean values for elongation are shown in Table 9. At

the first laundering the tricot showed 2.29 percent elongation and at
the second 5.33 percent in lengthwise direction.

The circular knit was

lengthened 1.46 percent by one laundering and 3.53 percent by two
launderings•

TABLE 9
LIEAN VALUES FOR ELONGATION IN LAUNDERING OF
CIRCULAR KNIT AW DOUBLE WARP TRICOT

Fabric

One Laundering i n
Launder-Ometer

Two Launderings i n
Launder-Ometer

Double Warp T r i c o t
Wales

2.29>o
0.1375 i n .

Z.ZZ%
0.2 i n .

Courses

0

0

i^ales

0

0

Courses

1.46^
0.085 i n .

Z.5Z%
0.212 i n .

C i r c u l a r Knit
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The mean values for shrinkage and elongation seem to be contradictory as seen in the tables, but in the samples tested reactions
were not constant. In a large specimen, as in an entire garment, these
recorded shrinkages and elongations would act to neutralize each other.
This neutralization is evident in the shrinkages recorded and the comments
of the participants in the service test.
Tension needed to restore samples to original size.—Tens ion
necessary to restore the samples to the original size after one laundering
measured 5/8 to 1 l/4 pounds crosswise and zero to l/2 pound lengthwise
on the tricot.

Two launderings reduced the tension needed in the cross-

wise direction to l/4 through l/2 pound; the necessary tension in the
lengthwise direction remained the same. The circular knit's shrinkage
crosswise required from one to 1 l/4 pounds to restore the sample to
its original size and one to 1 l/2 pounds were required lengthwise
after one Launder-Ometer laundering.

After the second laundering the

fabric showed no crosswise shrinkage and the tension necessary to restore the samples to size lengthwise ranged from l/2 to 3/4 of a pound.
All of these tensions are within the tolerance range -Brtiich was set by
the United States Testing Con^pany, manufacturer of the testing device,
at three pounds.

Summary
Service test.—At the end of the wear period only two garments
showed defects; both were slight and neither of these defects could be
attributed entirely to wear.

Dimensional change in the garments was

not enough to be noticeable in wear.
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TABLE 10
IiffiAN VALUES FOR TENSION NECESSARY TO RESTORE ORIGINAL
SIZE TO CIRCULAR KNIT AND DOUBLE WARP TRICOT

Fabric

One Laundering in
L aunde r -Ome t e r

Two Launderings in
Launde r-Ome te r

Double Warp Tricot
Wales

Courses

•05 pounds

.1 pounds

1.05 pounds

.2 pounds

1.239 pounds

,644 pounds

Circular knit
Wales

Courses

.35 pounds

0

Usability test,—Fourteen stitches per inch and a balanced but
slightly loose tension were considered the best machine settings for
sewing.

Very little basting was required.
Plain, lapped, enclosed, and welt seams were considered satis-

factory.

Although all seams stretched slightly in stitching, this

stretch was even throughout the seam and unnoticeable in the finished
garment.

Stitched felled seams were not considered satisfactory.
Buttonholes, both machine worked and piped, were satisfactory.

Piped buttonholes were considered very easy to make in the fabric.
Machine and hand hemming were satisfactory.

Vertical, slant,

catch, and running were the hand hemming stitches used.
The fabric did not wrinkle badly and wrinkles shook out when
hanging over night or irtien steamed without pressing.

The fabric did
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not sag, stretch, or shrink in wearing except in very damp weather when
the weight of the fabric, due to the moisture absorbed, caused the
fabric to stretch.
Pleats and creases were not sharp and became less sharp in
hanging or wearing.

Resiliency of the fabric which was an advantage in

wrinkle resistance was a disadvantage at this point.
Adaptability test.—The comments at fashion shows indicated
that the audiences considered the fabric to have good fashion appeal
and to be suitable to various types of outer garments including bathing
suits, robes, pajamas, tailored dresses and suits, and afternoon and
evening dresses.

Questionnaires answered by consumers showed that the

majority of tiiose who expressed an opinion considered the fabric to
have good fashion appeal; wanted garments of the fabric; and would buy
the fabric if it were available.

TLe preferred types of garments were

for sport and casual wear.
Laboratory tests.—Laundering in the Launder-Ometer increased
the thickness of both test fabrics with each laundering.

A combination

of wear and home laundering reduced the thickness of the tricot.

Both

fabrics were very even in thickness.
Abrasion tests, flat and flex, showed a decrease in cycles prior
to rupture with each Launder-Ometer laundering; still further decrease
was shown on the worn and home laundered tricot specimens tested with
flat abrasion.

The mean value for the new circular knit fabric in the

flat abrasion test was equal to the mean value for the tricot which had
been worn 150 hours and laundered at home 15 times.

In flex abrasion

the new circular knit fabric ran more cycles than the new tricot, one
leXAS TECHNOKMitCAL OXkiUik UHMAIt
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laundering reversed this advantage but brought the values closer together,
and two launderings brought the mean values still closer .vith the
circular leading again.
Over-all shrinkage was greater in the circular knit than in the
tricot.

However, the circular knit shrank less in the crosswise direction

than did the tricot.
The tricot fabric showed elongation lengthwise ?rtiile the circular
knit showed elongation crosswise. Elongation was greater in both fabrics
after the second laundering.
As little dimensional change was noticeable in the tricot
garments the shrinkage and elongation seem to have neutralized each
other when large areas of the fabric were considered.

This would account

for the seemingly contradictory figures in Tables 1, 8, and 9, which
may be seen on pages 31, 46, and 46.
Both fabrics were within the tolerance of three pounds tension
for restoration of the samples to original size. More tension was required for restoration of size in the circular knit fabric than was
necessary for the tricot.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

From the various tests made in this study, double warp cotton
tricot, as developed by Cotton Research at Texas Technological College,
should give

the consumer satisfactory wear and service over a long

period of time as:
(1)

In the service test tricot garments proved to be durable and were
comfortable for the dry climate in which they were worn.

(2)

Dimensional stability of the double warp cotton tricot should give
the consumer very little trouble.
Double warp cotton tricot should be practical for use in outer

garments because:
(1)

The home dressmaker and the factory seamstress should both be able
to handle the fabric with ease in the construction of garments.

(2)

Corameroially the fabric could be produced in very wide widths ai^i
at a very high speed which should prove to be economical.

(5)

Resiliency in the knit construction made one tiricot fabric wrinkle
resistant.

Because of this resiliency the fabric did not pleat

or crease very well which was a limiting factor when selecting
s"tyles or designs for tricot garments.
(4)

The fabric had good draping qualities which made gathers or unpressed pleats very effective.
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The fabric should prove to be adaptable to varied types of outer
garments as:
(1)

Double warp cotton tricot seemed to have good fashion appeal
according to consumer ratings of the fabric.

(2)

Consumers wanted garments of the fabric and would buy double warp
cotton tricot in both ready made garments and piece goods.

(5)

According to consumer preference the tricot fabric tested was most
suitable for sports wear and casual garments. However, it seemed
suitable for bathing suits, robes, lounging pajamas, house and
school dresses, tailored dresses and suits, and afternoon and
evening dresses.
In comparison with a circular knit fabric that was available on

the local market in women's outer garments:
(1)

The tricot fabric was heavier in weight than the circular knit
fabric.

(2)

The tricot fabric did not feel as soft to touch as the circular
knit, but tie

slightly fuzzy surface of the circular knit would

probably make it hot and uncomfortable on warm days. The closeness
of construction in the double warp tricot may prove to be a warmth
factor.
(5)

Both fabrics showed very even thickness.

(4)

After laundering, although some shrinkage was evident, the tension
necessary to restore the original size of the test samples was
under three pounds for each fabric; therefore, both fabrics were
considered elastic enough to reshape and give proper fit after
laundering.

The tricot did reshape and fit properly after laundering.
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but lengthwise shrinkage in the circular knit fabric was so great
that the garment could not be reshaped to give proper fit.
(5)

Shrinkage and elongation in the fabrics apparently acted against
each other in large areas of the fabric and were in this way
somewhat nullified.

Overall dimensional change was less in the

tricot fabric than it was in the circular knit.
(6)

Resistance to abrasion was good in both fabrics.
Finishes for the tricot fabric need to be developed to improve

some of its disadvantages as:
(1)

The fabric absorbs and holds moisture in very damp weather which
causes it to stretch due to the weight of the moisture absorbed.
A finish may improve this feature thus making tricot more suitable
for all climatic conditions.

(2)

The fabric has a rather rough surface; therefore, a finish which
would provide a smoother surface would improve both its appearance
and the ease with which it could be pressed.
Because of the limitations of the equipment available and of

standard tests and techniques for testing knit goods, this study has
included only a small part of the testing that could be done on double
warp cotton tricot.

Bursting strength, moisture regain, air permeabilityj

and warmth are all factors that should be tested.
In service testing, garments should be worn for a period long
enough to determine when and where actual signs of wear occur.

None

of the garments tested in this study were worn for a sufficient length
of time to show any noticeable wear; therefore, further testing from
this aspect of the study would be valuable.

APPElvDIX

HOV> FASHION-RIGHT tVlLL COTTON TRICOT 3EI

Your opinion is wanted on the fashion angle of this tricot
fabric'. Please disregard color.
Good

Fair

Yes

No

Poor

Comments

1.

Does this tricot fabric have fashion
appeal for dresses?

2.

Would you like to have a garment
made of this fabric?

5.

If it were available in the stores
would you buy garments made of tlie
fabric or buy tricot to make your own?

4.

Rate the garments you like in order of suitability of fabric to
garment.
Garment

Comments

Rank

(White) evening dress
(Lime) afternoon dress
(Navy-lime iridescent) casual suit
(Lime) hat
(Lime) gloves
(Copper-navy iridescent) school dress
(Lime stripe) T-shirt
(Black) skirt
(Lime) bathing suit
(Maroon) robe
(Maroon and gray stripe) loungeing pajamas
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__>____...^«_««.

5E

Fig. 1.-Tailored dr.Bs

m.d, for th, serrioe test.
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F i g . 2 —"len's and vfomen's s h i r t s made for s e r v i c e t e s t
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Fig, 5.—Tailored suit with matching hat and gloves made for the
adaptability test.
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<im

^^V^^,

Fig, 4—Evening dress made for the adaptability t e s t
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Fig. 5—Afternoon dress made for the adaptability test
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Fig. 6.—Lounging pa jama and robe ensemble made for adaptabi
test.
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Fig. 7.—Bathing suit made for adaptability test.

Fig, 8.—House dress made for adaptability test

Fig. i/,—Skirt made for usability test and T-shirt made for
adaptability test.
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Fig. 10.—Tricot garments made for adaptability test.
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON COTTON TRICOT G.*ii:.lENTS
CONSTRUCTION
1. Cutting
a. Pinning
b. Slippage
c. Actual cutting
2.

Machine Stitching
a. Length of stitch
b. Tension
c. Basting necessary

5. Seam Finishes
a. Plain seam
b. Lapped seam
c. Enclosed seam
d. Welt seam
e. Serged seam

Comments
difficult
yes
difficult

easy
no
easy

No. per inch
tight
1oose
where?
Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

Comments

4. Details
a. Points of collar
b. Edge stitching
c. Buttonholes
(1) Piped
(2) Machine worked
d. S e t - i n s l e e v e s
e. Hem
(1) Machine
(2) Hand
(a) Slant
(b) Vertical
(c) Catch stitch
f. Waistline seam
(1) Lapped
(2) Taped
(5) Double stitched
g. Band
LAUNDERING
Yes
1, Stretches
2.

Shrinks

5. May be pressed dry
4, Dampened and ironed

No

Comments
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No

Comments

DO YOU LIKE YOUR GARMENT?
Yes
Xo

Comments

Yes

a.
b.

Entire garment
Details only

1. Attractive
2.

Comfortable

5. Easy to care for
4. Holds shape
a. Stretches
b. Shrinks
5. Wrinkles badly
a. Wrinkles shake out in
hanging
b. Must be pressed
c. Steam out (no pressing)
6. Holds a pleat or crease
7. Where does it show signs of wear?
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f^ASUREMENT CHART

Original
Size
FRONT
Length
a. Neckline at shoulder to
waistline
b.

Center frorit neckline to
waistl ine

c.

Center frorit waistline to
lower edge of skirt

d.

Sleeve top of cap to lower
edge

WidLth
a. Bust - unde\r arm to under
arm
b.

Waist line

c.

Hip - 7 in. below waist

1st

V/ashings
5th 10th 15th

68
d. Hip - 11 in. below waist
BACK
Length
a. Center back neckline to
waist
b.

Center back waistline to
lower edge of skirt

WIDTH
a. Under arm to under arm
b. Waistline
o. Kip - 7 in. below waist
d. Hip - 11 in. below waist
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MEASUREMENT CHART
Original
Size
FRONT
1. Length - neckline at
shoulder to lower edge
2. Width - under arm to
under arm
BACK
1. Length - neckline at center
back to lower edge
2. Width
a. Under arm to under arm
b.

Lower edge of yoke

5. Shoulder seam
4. Sleeve
Length
a. Under arm
b.

Top of cap to bottom

1st

/vashings
5th 10th 15th
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